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unidentified driver takes his horse around the first tum during a harness race at the Coles County Fairgrounds Tuesday afternoon. Harness 
es are being held at the Grandstand each weekday at I p .m. during the fair. 
aces one of many fair highlights 
A glance through the Coles County Fair's 
hedule of events and one is there time and 
again - harness racing. 
With five days of rac ing throughout the 
k-long event, there is no doubt that harness 
ing is one of the featured events of the fair, 
"ch has been running sil)ce 1854 and is the 
st continuing fair mlhe Stale of IJlinois. 
"It is a big pan of the fair,'' said Delmar 
dwin. fair president. "Our races and other 
ty fair races are breeding grounds for pari-
utuel race tracks. 1f there weren 't county 
· these horses would haven't anywhere to 
The Coles County Fairgrounds are a far cry 
harness racing tracks like Sponsman 's 
k in Chicago and Fairmont Park in S t. 
uis, but the half-mile din and gravel track 
es its purpose. 
Baldwin, who has been associated with the 
· for 32 years, said that the fairgrounds facil-
ity is among the better ones in the state. 
"We have an all-weather track here," he 
said. '"ll takes a lot of rain before we have to 
cancel the races." 
One big difference between fairgrounds rac-
ing and racing at pari-mutuel race tracks is that 
there is no direct belting on the racing at the 
fairgrounds. There is, however, a winner 's 
drawing after each race. For $1. a person picks 
their winner of the race and puts it in a hat. 
After the race, picks are pulled from the hat 
and the first correct pick receives $5. 
On Tuesday, more than 100 people littered 
the grandstand in searing 95-degree heat to 
watch the horses run. Many of the entnes are 
local horses, but many more this year are com-
ing fro m as fa r away as North Carolina, 
Kansas and Mississippi. 
"We are drawing more horses from further 
o ut thi s year tha n we have in the past," 
Baldwin said. " I think they like to come here 
because the stakes are a little bit higher and the 
facilities are good." 
In Tuesday's opening race of a seven-race 
card, a locally-owned horse, Woody C, was the 
winner. Wood y C, owned by Charleston 's 
Robert Thomas, outdistanced Air America in a 
pacing race for three-year-olds. 
Tuesday's feature race, a trot for 2-year olds, 
was won by Pudder Cooper, a filly owned by 
Morris and Joann Brown of Sedalia. Mo. 
Earlier in the card during a qualifying race, 
Pudder Cooper outdistanced the field by five 
lengths and set a record for the fastest time 
ever run by a two-year-old filly at the Coles 
County Fairgrounds. She fi nished the mile run 
in 2:07. 
While the harness racing takes up most of 
the afternoon. Baldwin said that the grandstand 
will be packed with the evening shows all 
week long. Wednesday night the queen of the 
fair will be crowned in a pageant starting at 8 
p.m. 
Thursday, the WEIC talent show and ugly 
dog contest will be held. Friday night, a tractor 
pull will be the featured event and on Saturday 
a demolition derby wraps up the week's grand-
stand festivities. 
Bagels 
abound 
Saturday 
Thousands of people will gath-
er in Mattoon this weekend to 
pay homage to one of America's 
favor ite breakfast foods - the 
bagel. 
Bagelfest '93. which is being 
called the World's Biggest Bagel 
Breakfast, is being held at 8:30 
a.m. Saturday on Broadway and 
17th Street in Mattoon. More 
than 40,000 people are expected 
to attend the free breakfast, which 
will feature an eight-foot "bagel 
cannon" that can shoot bagels and 
Murray Lender, family founder of 
Lender's Bagel Bakery. in a hot-
air balloon. 
The celebration of the bagel 
will feature bagel-related contests 
such as the bagel buggy derby, 
the bagel bow-wow contest, the 
bagel window display contest, the 
bagel bonnet contest, a pie eating 
contest and a "guess how many 
bagels there are in the bagel can-
non" contest. 
The first Bagelfest was held in 
J 986 lo inlroduce Mattoon lo 
Lender 's Bagels. which are pro-
duced a t the Kra ft plant in 
Mattoon. 
"This is the eighth year I've 
produced Bagelfest with Lender's 
Bagel Bakery," said Joan Record, 
executive director of the Mattoon 
C hamber of Commerce, in a 
press release. "During the previ-
ous seven. attendance grew from 
20,000 to 35,000 people. With all 
of the new elements this year, we 
should see significantly more 
people than that." 
Added to the Bagelfest slate 
this year are hot-air ballooning, a 
local talent show on Friday night 
and vendors will be able to open 
on Friday night as well as during 
the day on Saturday. 
Bagelfcst opens Wednesday 
with a beautiful bagel baby con-
test at the Cross County Mall. A 
Bagelfest beau ty queen wi ll 
crowned at Mattoon junior high 
school on Thursday and the 
weekend 's festivities o pen at 6 
p.m. on Friday. 
- Staff report 
idwestern flood victims to receive more aid 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Midwestern flood victims can 
more federal aid than President Clinton's original $3 
proposal but should not expect 100 percent reimburse-
of their losses, Gov. Jim Edgar said Tuesday. 
lidgar, joined by governors from five flood-ravaged swes, 
Clinton, top administration officials and congressional 
that even flood damage estimates of $10 billion prob-
are conservative. 
"While we wish it wasn't necessary to come here, things 
· ue to get worse in the state," F.dgar said after governors 
Minnesota. Missowi. Nebraska. Wiscon!!in and Iowa 
with Clinton. 
On Capitol Hill, tJie Hoese approved $3 billion for 
western flood relief. The proposal went to the Senate 
speedy action was anbclpated. 
The House was blocked from considering the bill Thursday 
after arguments over bow to pay for it and over an unrelaled 
amendment dealing with a jobs program for hard-core unem-
ployed youth. 
Governors did not think the delay had hurt relief efforts 
because federal dollars were coming into the Midwest. But 
they said a continued stalemate past this week would hurt 
their states. 
The administration plans to add $1 . J billion when the bill 
reaches the Smale, governors said. About $700 million would 
raise payments to fanners who suffered aop damage. 
"'Ibis isn't going to be the final word." said Edgar, who 
wants the federal government to pay 100 pen:ent of the relief 
and cleanup effort costs. absolving the state of its responsibili-
ty to pay 25 percent of those costs. 
He cautiooed flood victims not to expect recouping all their 
losses even if Clinton seeks more money. 
"No one is going to come out of this flood without losing 
something," F.dgar said. "What we would like to do is mini-
mize those losses as much as possible." 
Although the flooding is far from over, governors and law-
makers already were talking about how the government can 
improve the way it bandies natural disasters. 
House Minority Leader Bob Michel, R-Peoria. said be did 
not know if Congress had the discipline lO create the type of 
contingency fund states or businesses often have for emetgen-
cies. 
Edgar said one possibility is putting conditions on future 
aid - requiring flood insurance or rebuilding in such a way as 
to prevent flooding again. 
"You've got to do certain things differently so we're not 
just back in the same position maybe 10 years from now 
when we have the third 100-year flood," be said. 
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Report: .workers in smokY 
areas more likely to get cancer 
Victi'm of L.A. riots 
seeks understanding 
CHICAGO (AP) - Waiters and 
bartenders generally breathe a lot 
of secondhand tobacco smoke, and 
they ~ SO percent more likely to 
get lung cancer than the public, a 
researcher says. 
"Everyone talks about the risks 
of secondhand smoke for restau-
rant customers," said the 
researcher, Dr. Michael Siegel. 
"Until I started doing this work, 
very few people talked about the 
effects on restaurant workers." 
Restaurant workers breathe smoke 
for long periods, and for them, 
"it's really a life and death issue," 
Siegel said by telephone from 
Atlanta, where he joined the U.S. 
Office on Smoking and Health. 
Siegel analyzed about 40 previ-
ous studies on indoor air quality 
and six studies lung-cancer rates 
while he was a preventive-
med.icine resident at the University 
of California, Berkeley. 
He concluded that smoking in 
bars and restaurants should be pro-
hibited. His report is published in 
Wednesday's issue of The Journal 
of the American Medical 
Association. 
Studies of indoor air published 
from 1980 through 1992 show that 
levels of lingering tobacco smoke 
in restaurants were 1.6 to two 
times higher than in office work-
places and 1.5 times higher than m 
homes with at least one smoker, 
Siegel wrote. 
Smoke levels in bars were 3.9 to 
6.1 times higher than in· offices 
and 4.4 to 4.5 times higher than in 
residences, he reported. 
The studies he reviewed sam-
pled air from more than 1,000 
offices, 400 restaurants and 600 
homes, be said. 
Separately, he looked at lung-
canccr studies that identified sub-
jects by occupation and controlled 
statistically for smoking habits so 
that they would not account for 
different cancer rates. 
Evidence indicated that food-
service workers had about l ( 
times greater likelihood of <Sevel-
oping lung cancer than the general 
public. 
The lung-cancer studies were 
published from 1977 through 
1993, and each typically involved 
several hundred to several thou-
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sand subjects, Siegel said. 
'The studies that I reviewed did 
not measure the number of years 
of exposure," he acknowledged. 
He said the elevated risk was an 
average. 
If someone worked in a smoky 
restaurant for only a summer, the 
risk might be less; working for 20 
or 30 years might make it more, be 
said. 
Thomas Lauria, a spokesman 
for The Tobacco Institute, a 
Washington, D.C.-based industry 
group, said Siegel's report was 
faulty because it was selective, , 
based on sometimes out-of-date 
findings and was one person's 
interpretation. 
"Not one of the studies Siegel 
reviews measures restaurant work-
er exposure to environmental 
tobacco smoke," Lauria said 
Tuesday. "This is not the publica-
tion of original research or any 
actual new findings." Siegel said 
the results are "very consistent" 
with the Environmental Prolectioo 
Agency's estimate that people who 
live with a smoker have about a 30 
percent higher lung-cancer risk. 
LOS ANGELES (AP) -
Reginald Denny said Tuesday he 
doesn't want his attackers put 
away for a long time. Rather, he 
hopes they can come to realize 
that what they did was wrong. 
Two black men charged in the 
videotaping beating of the white 
truck driver in what was the most 
searing image of last year's riots 
go on trial Wednesday. 
Damian Williams, 20, and 
Henry Watson, 28, are accused 
of attempted murder in the April 
29, 1992, attack in South Central 
Los Angeles. Denny was pulled 
from his rig and beaten as a 1V 
helicopter broadcast the scene 
live. 
Three days of riots erupted 
that day after four white police-
men were acquitted on state 
charges in_ the videotaped beat-
ing of black motorist Rodney 
King. ' 
Denny, 36, who underwent 
lifesaving brain surgery, has been 
unable to return to work.. 
"What rm hoping for is the 
young men realize that that 
behavior is just not acceptable 
and there is no reason for it," be 
said in an interview on "CBS 
This Morning." "If that can 
come about, then I think that 
would serve everyone's purpose, 
not necessarily a long time in 
jail, that is not what I wish to see 
happen.'' 
J,ury selection begins Wednes-
day. If convicted, Wtlliams and 
Watson could be sentenced to 
life in prison. 
Denny Said he remembered 
little of the attack, "just the right 
window of my truck being bro-
ken and startling me beyond 
belief. As far as why, I don't 
know why. The only ones that 
know why are the men who toot 
part in that sort of stuff." 
Denny has filed a lawsuit 
against the city seeking compen-
sation for biS' severe injuries. He 
claims poiice abandoned the 
intersection of Florence and 
Normandie avenues to rioten 
before be was anacked. 
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BOG, UPI to begiri' talks 
Negotiators for the Board of 
Governors and the University 
Professionals of Illinois Local 
4100, AFL-CIO, are scheduled to 
meet Wednesday to begin talks 
aimed at reaching a contract 
agreement by early fall. 
"For the first time in three 
years, the appropriation for the 
BOG Universities contains funds 
for salary increases," said BOG 
Chancellor Thomas D. Layzell. 
"1be funds are much needed and 
appreciated and are enough to 
provide an average increase of 0.8 
percent." 
The faculty union is in the third 
year of a four year contract and 
ill negotiate Fiscal Year 1994 
base salary increases only. In 
addition to whatever base 
increase is agreed upon, faculty 
will receive average 5.2 percent 
mid-year increases, equity adjust-
ments already agreed to as part of 
the 1991 contract settlement. 
"The equity adjustments, which 
are provided each year of the four 
year contract, are intended to nar-
row the gap between our faculty 
salaries and those at peer institu-
tions,'' said Layzell. "Those 
adjustments were considered a 
priority when the contract was 
negotiated in adjustments through 
budget reallocation at the univer-
sitites." 
Layzell said repeated realloca-
tion has left little or no give in 
university budgets at this point. 
He said the BOG will honor $1.7 
million in mid-year equity 
increases again this year but that 
further reallocation for base 
increases will be extremely prob-
lematic. 
"In order to help narrow the 
salary gap with our peer institu-
tions, we have provided base 
increases beyond the state fund-
ing provided for salary increases 
since 1984," Layzell said. "That 
trend will be very difficult to con-
tinue this year." 
Layzell said the BOG has 
received a proposal from the fac-
ulty union and is in the process of 
scheduling negotiation sessions. 
The deadline for reaching agree-
ment is August 31 when the 
salary article in the contract 
expires, although negotiations 
could continue past that date. I 
There are approximately 2,000 
full-time faculty in the BOG sys- , 
tern covered by the contract 
agreemenL The average salary for 
full-time faculty is $37 ,000 per 
year. 
- Staff report 
Suit filed against new gay policy 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Clinton's policy subjects homo-
si(lent Clinton's week-old poli- sexuals "to investigation and dis-
'CJ on~ homosexuals in the military charge because of the perceived 
came under cross fire Tuesday as prejudices of others." Five of the 
py rights advocates sued to over- seven plaintiffs allowed their 
tum the directive while key law- names to be used in the suit, risk-
makers voted to tighten it. ing expulsion from the military. 
In the first of many anticipated Two chose to remain anonymous. 
legal challenges, the ACLU and "I'm not an activist. I'm a regu-
Lambda Legal Defense and lar Joe soldier who wants to be 
Education Fund filed suit in U.S. able to serve his country like any 
District Court on behalf of seven other able-bodied adult without 
gay service men and women, con-
tending the new policy deprived 
lbem of their constitutional rights. 
The suit said the policy - per-
mitting homosexuals to serve in 
the military if they don't reveal 
their sexual orientation - was 
"restrictive, confused and self-
contradictory." "American citi-
zens should be j~dged according 
to their abilities, not their skin 
color, their gender or their sexual 
orientation," said William 
Rubenstein of the American Civil 
Liberties Union. 
But a few blocks away from the 
courthouse, members of a House 
panel refused to repeal the exist-
mg ban on homosexuals in the 
military, and instead approved by 
voice vote a measure that goes 
beyond Clinton's "don't ask, 
don't tell, don't pursue" policy. 
Jl¥tany lawmakers say loosening 
"5trictions could undermine mili-
llry morale and cohesiveness. 
The opposing act1ons under-
scored the continuing volatility of 
the issue that Clinton promised 
during his presidential campaign 
'> confront. 
The lawsuit, which named 
Defense Secretary Les Aspin as 
e defendant , charged that 
Talk of The Town 
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ha9ing to lie about myself," said 
Army Reserve Sgt. Steven 
Spencer, a MASH unit nurse at 
Camp Murray, Wash. 
"I don't think I should be dis-
charged, but I'm willing to accept 
it as a price for the freedom of all 
people," he said. 
Spencer, 26, said in a telephone 
interview he felt Clinton was 
courageous for trying to address 
the issue. "I think he did the best 
that he could. . .. I feel that his 
hands were tied by Congress." 
Others named in the suit were l st 
Lt. Donita Holloway of the New 
Mexico National Guard; Air 
Force Staff Sgt. Harold McCarthy 
of March Air Force Base, Calif.; 
Army Reserve 1st Lt. Kenneth 
Osborn of the 304th Materiel 
Management Center, West Los 
Angeles, and Navy Reserve Lt. 
Richard von Wohld of Naval Air 
Station, Moffett Field, Calif. 
Meanwhile, the House Armed 
Services Committee adopted a 
Senate committee proposal that 
would give commanders more 
leeway than the Clinton policy to 
discharge homosexuals. 
The proposal, which could 
become law as part of next year's 
military budget, was drafted by 
Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga. It states 
that military service is unique and 
homosexuality creates an unac-
ceptable risk of disorder. 
The House panel's backing for 
the Nunn policy followed an 
impassioned two-hour debate and 
the committee's 43-12 vote 
against a proposal to end the cur-
rent ban. The vote, the first 
recorded roll call in Congress on 
the issue, underscored the lopsid-
ed opposition among lawmakers 
to the idea of allowing homosexu-
als to serve in the military without 
restriction. 
The committee, voting 38-18, 
also rejected a measure to rein-
state the practice of asking 
recruits about their sexll;81 prefer-
ence. 
Rep. Duncan Hunter, R-Calif., 
argued against letting homosexu-
als serve in the military at all. 
"American people have a value 
that militates against this," he 
said. 
But Rep. Ron Dellums, 0-
Calif., chairman of the Armed 
Services Committee, urged an end 
to the ban. He said, "We are a 
society that is riven by strife and 
group hatred. Incidents of racially 
inspired violence, attacks against 
women and ' gay bashing' ... 
:ihould shock our national con-
science." There are numerous 
pending federal court cases chal-
lenging the ban. They have yield-
ed conflicting federal court rul-
ings, and the Supreme Court has 
never ruled on the issue. 
The justices in I 986 - in a cao;e 
involving civilian law enforce-
ment - ruled states may outlaw 
homosexual sodomy. 
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Editorials represent the opinion 
of the editorial board. Columns 
are the opinion of the author. 
WEDNESDAY, JULY 28, 1993 
Elected officials 
should consider 
new approach 
The federal government has once again 
shown its propindty towards sloth in its han-
dling of ftood relief. 
A bill was Introduced on the floor of the 
United States House of Representatives to pro-
vide a transfusion of several billion dollars into 
the areas hardest hit by the rising waters of the 
Mississippi River. 
This bill found numerous sponsors and was 
generally treated as a good idea by most of the 
congressman, at least until it came time for the 
actual movement of the bill from the legislative 
level to the executive branch. 
The problems began Editorial when amendments were 
tacked onto the bill that 
had little or nothing to do with the legislation. 
By piggy-baoong a vital piece of legislation 
like this relief bill with a possibly unpopular 
piece of legislation in the form of the amend-
ment, that piece of legislation might have a 
higher chance of being passed because of fear 
of voting against the whole package and look-
ing bad in the eyes of the voter. 
It is because of manuevers such as this, as 
well as political in-fighting that has grown to 
almost epedemlc proportions, that has slowed 
the outpour of money to the flood victim s who 
have much more Important outpourings to 
worry about. 
The aid for Somalia, Bosnia and almost every 
other foreign emergency aid package seemed 
to fly out of the legislative branch of the federal 
government, so why can't the 535 elected 
members take care of their own country in an 
similarly timely manner? 
Perhaps random and severe beatings hand-
ed out to the "representatives of the people" 
would cure the members of this attitude that 
places the good of the people seemingly at a 
level lower than the good of the members. 
Without the threat of physical violence, there 
seems to be little leverage against theses elect-
ed officials, other than the age old threat of 
being ousted from their offices and out in to the 
streets in the next election, which is only a little 
more than a year away. 
People remember who gave them emergen-
cy aid, but not necessarily In a good way if they 
are waiting for Santa Oaus to bring them their 
checks on his regularly appointed rounds. 
TODAY'S 
'' Quon Fear is the foundation of 
most governDlents. 
john Adams 
Conscience should be guide to lyin 
Okay, you're walking down 
the street with your significant 
other when you pass someone 
who really catches your eye. Your 
tongue falls out of your mouth, 
and your eyes bug out of your 
head. 
At this point your significant 
other asks, MWas he/she better 
looking/prettier than I am?" 
Hmmm. I don't know. Where do we draw the line 
between a little white Ile and a Rat out, malicious, 
destructive lie? 
Telllng lies sure takes >a lot more energy and 
thought than telling the truth. One must remember 
who he/she has told what story or which version of 
the story to, and which recipients of what stories wlD 
be conversing with each other. See. Its already confus-
ing. 
So what's the answer? Dana 
Then the lying web starts. You start to get caught In 
one Ile so you tell another to try to get out of It. Then 
you have to tell another and another and another. You are dating Doogie Houser Phelps 
and Tom Cruise has just passed. ------• (Guys, insert Carol Seaver and Cindy Crawford.) Now 
For some reason, however, I think we have all 
grown up with the idea that some lies are okay. 
we all know that Doogie and Carol are just swell peo-
ple, and they are the ones we spend time with and 
truly love. So why hurt them? 
It must be terribly confusing for kids who probably 
hear their parents tell the little white lies everyday but 
get the pants beat off them for the slightest fib. 
uls who better looking, honey? Since the day we 
met I've never once looked at someone other than 
you." 
Yep. I'd rather say it. and to be honest I'd rather 
hear It. 
Personally I have never been a good liar. I feel bad 
calling Domlnos. asking for the specials, and when I 
don't hear a price I like. saying. I'll call back in a few 
minutes when I have decided on my order knowing 
darn well I'll just go to McDonald's. 
Well what about this ..• 
You're just getting ready to go to work and a friend 
who you haven't seen In awhile pops in town. You c.all 
work and say that you're sick or have to go to the 
doctor or something. f.verybody does it, right? 
We all know we are not suppose to lie. After all it Is 
a commandment. 
But what kind of penalty does our society have ror 
lie telling? 
In most cases none. 
That night you are out with your friend taking a pee 
in an alley behind a bar when you hear a gunshot from 
around the corner and see the guy who sits next to 
you In history running off Into the night pistol and all. 
The police arrive on the scene asking If anyone saw 
anything. You keep your mouth shut. Why get 
Involved? 
However, some of us do have a conscience. I know 
some people who seem like they don't, but I also 
think what goes around comes around. 
If you can live with lying to your boyfriend or girl-
friend or balling out on your co-workers and lying 
about It than go ahead. If >'our conscience doesn't 
catch up with you the truth eventually will. 
Afterwards you go to an after-bars, drink more, and 
go home with someone you just met. 
I asked a friend today what the difference Is 
between a little white Ile and a Rat-out major lie. 
· The next day the person you have been dating for 
three years asks what you did the night before. You 
say that you went to a buddy's house, watched Old 
Yeller and shared a 6-pack with seven other people -
all of the same sex of course. Hey, what he/she 
doesn't know won't hurt him/her, right? 
He said there Is no difference. Both should be 
avoided. 
Your turn ••• 
Various states 
sell 'half-beer' 
to minors 
Dear editor: 
Just a quick thought to Don 
O'Brien about his recent story In the 
Dally E.astern News. You state that 
uln order to drink alcohol anywhere 
In the United States a person has to 
be at least 21-years-old." 
Several years ago, on a trip to 
Colorado, I learned that 18-20 year 
olds were allowed to drink what was 
termed "half-beer" or something to 
that affect. While this Is not full-
strength beer, It Is still alcohol and 
you don't have to be 21 to drink It. 
I could be wrong a.bout this as I 
have no personal Interest In It and 
have not sought documentation on 
the subject. If it is, however, true, it 
surprises me that it is not common 
knowledge In the semmlngly beer-
worshlppl ng population that Is 
Eastern Illinois University students. 
/dfOevorr 
Clinton's abortion 
views contradict 
catholic church 
William Clinton could not have 
been elected without the catholic 
vote. Ointon's position on abortion 
was In direct opposition to the 
teaching of the catholic faith. The 
church Instructs her faithful that abor-
tion Is murder. This precept has been 
taught for 20 centuries. The 
American catholic population knew 
the church's Instruction about abor-
tion as proclaimed by Pope john 
Paul II but to chose to Ignore papal 
declarations because of economic 
considerations especially employ-
ment. 
The consciences of most catholics 
were not troubled by casting a vote 
- Dana Phelps Is managing editor and a guest 
columnist lbrThe Dally E.astern News. 
for the pro-abortion politicians such 
as Clinton and Perot. The con-
sciences of too many c.atholics have 
become lax and corrupt bee.a.use of 
the commission of repeated mortal 
sins never sorrowfully confessed to a 
priest. Catholics do not realize, 
therefore, that they became accom-
plices to abortion when they voted 
for pro-abortion candidates. 
Consequently, mllllons of c.athollcs 
with free will and sufficient knowl-
edge committed mortal sin last elec~ 
tlon day. It Is sad to relate that the 
American catholic bishops failed to 
provide specific moral direction 
a.bout voting for pro-abortion candi-
dates. This Inaction was truly the 
'silence of the shepherds.' Their sin 
of omission was also mortally grevl-
ous. 
We catholics have forgotten that 
God is perfect love and perfect jus-
tice. If He did not chastise us for the 
honible sin of abortion, God would 
contradict his nature. He can never 
do this. We will be punished. Only 
prayer and penance can reduce the 
tribulations. 
~ph E. Valldy, M.Ed. 
Washlnston. Connect1cut 
New golf course 
makes interesting 
cyclist trail 
The Charleston Country Club has 
lnadvertantly created an exciting 
new concrete blke path. 
For years local bicyclists have 
enjoyed riding the old railway path 
between Charleston and Mattoon, it 
being one of the only safe places to 
ride In this area where local rednecks 
acting like contestants In Deathrace 
2000. pick off defenseless cydists 
along the common roadway when-
ever they c.an get away with It. 
And for the last couple of years 
the counby dub has been spending 
big bucks building their back nine. 
which Incidentally crosses the old 
railway path. Members of the coun-
try club paid thousands of dollars 
each for the new back nine which 
Includes some really great roller-cos-
tering. twisting and turning concrete 
golf-cart paths connected right up to 
the railway path In a most inviting. 
even tempting, fashion with great 
swooping downturns. Truly they are 
Irresistible. And there are no barriers 
to enby (except, of course, economic 
ones) bee.a.use the golf c.art:s have to 
be able to cross the public rallpath. 
(Why did the golfers cross the path? 
To hit a little white ball with a dub!) 
Anyway, If you go, remember 
your Visa, because they don't take 
kindly to the bicyde express. A bicy-
de for some reason lowers the snob-
appeal of the course to somewhere 
around the anyone-can-afford-It 
level. Membership has its privileges 
and one of them is keeping the golf 
cart path safe for your wife (you 
know. the portly woman excavating 
the course W1tfi her seven iron, rid· 
Ing with the other wives in the cart 
behind you.) 
Somehow snob appeal and fate 
have conspired to create the most 
exciting, challenging and fun bike 
ride In ~the valley" - you must by 
It If you dare. It Is so choice. 
Dixon Betry 
Letters policy 
The Dally ECtStem News encour· 
ages letters to the editor concerning 
any local, state, national or interna-
tional Issue. 
Letters should be less than 350 
words. For the letter to be printed 
the name of the author, In addition to" 
the author's address and telephone 
number, must be lnduded. If neces-
saJY, letters will be edited according 
to length and space at the discretion 
of the edit page editor or editor In 
chief. 
Anonymous letters will not be 
printed. 
If a letter has more than three 
authors. only the names of the Ii 
three will be printed. 
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harleston to go Imperial 
I) ing lo adequately convey a 
ical style to a reader is often 
hardest part of writing a band 
le. 
I has proven to be nearly 
sible to do in the case of the 
cago-based New Duncan 
rials. 
e music world is proliferate 
words like grunge, metal, 
. pop. new wave and altema-
but NDI do not seem to slide 
any known category. 
eir sound is humorous, as in 
vein of They Might Be Giants, 
of country or bluegrass influ-
' as well as tinged by some 
and roll, but even those 
riptions seem less than per-
to describe a band that uses 
string as one of its props dur-
a show. 
y describe themselves as the 
of trash rock, having risen 
humble beginnings as court 
rs in gin palaces across the 
try. They take themselves as 
sly as a whoopie cushion in 
essional, so it is no wonder 
to truly understand the ban<L 
public cannot just go out and 
their albums. 
o aid in the assimilation of the 
New Duncan Imperials. the band 
has published a comic book, trad-
ing cards and a whole list of other 
sundry items to help the listener 
tum into a die-hard fan. 
"Loserville," a Pravda Records 
release, and the third full-length 
studio album by NDI. does cap-
ture some of the zaniness of the 
band in songs like 'Turkey neck," 
"Shitload of kissin "' and "Fork in 
my mouth." 
The casual listener might chalk-
up The New Duncan Imperials as 
nothing more than a band that 
goes for shock value and cheap 
laughs in their songs. but the truly 
attentive will find NDI to be rruly 
demented and disturbed individu-
als who take a whole different 
view on life through their songs. 
Even though their subject mat-
ter may be light-hearted, but gui-
an Halen back 
• n music scene 
URBANK, Calif. (AP) -
·e Van Halen 's finger~ tear 
ss the frets of his Music 
5150. 
e guitar holds his concen-
·on until, obviously pleased 
himself, be lifts his head 
flashes a smile that seems to 
ce the dim, cavernous stu-
rotber Alex strips off his 
and grabs bis drumsticks, 
hael Anthony quietly picks 
his bass and Sammy .Hagar 
his voice. · 
an Halen is ready to rock. 
e band breaks into a rous-
rendition of "Poundcake" 
other hits as they rehearse 
a summer-long tour that 
ches across North America, 
hing at home in Los Angeles 
end of August. 
e glamorous and raucous 
of rock · n' roll seems far 
y from the nearly deserted 
dio in the eastern San 
ando Valley. 
!though they exude a 1ight-
rted mood. the musicians 
ar weary from a European 
. Gearing up for another road 
would seem to be the last 
on their minds. 
ut for these veterans. hitting 
road again and playing to a 
audience is a passion. 
e 2 hours on stage is the 
ate," Hagar says during a 
sal break as the guys pile 
a tom-up couch. 
e instant reaction from the 
·ence." Eddie adds. "that's 
ething that you don't get 
you 're making a recor'a iJ1 
dio." So far, the tour has 
ived rave reviews: "T~e 
t brings a chummy, locker-
mentality to its concerts, 
sedly devoid of the usual 
hard rock glitz and gimmickery." 
the Detroit Free Press wrote. 
"Van Halen consistently deliv-
ers one of the most energetic and 
entertaining live shows in rock 
'n roll,'' said the Cleveland Plain 
Dealer. 
The tour follows the release 
this year of their l 0th and first-
ever live album, "Van Halen 
Live: Right Here, Right Now." 
It's a double CD featuring 24 
tracks recorded on tours in sup-
port of the band's last three con-
secutive No. 1 albums "5150," 
"OU812" and "For Unlawful 
Carnal Knowledge." Hours were 
spent poring over recorded mate-
rial to compile the album, which 
features the mega-hits-- "Dre-
ams," "Love Walks In'' and 
"Panama.'' "It took as long as it 
would've to have recorded a stu-
dio album," says Eddie. "But I 
think a Lot of the performances 
are more magical than the studio 
versions because you do have the 
energy of your audience." 
" ... and the year of touring Lo 
get it right." Hagar breaks in 
with a laugh. 
Eddie has an I I-minute guitar 
solo on "Van Halen Live," while 
Alex's drums make a seven-
minute solo assault. 
Though they appear to be the 
quintessential laid-back rock 
band from Southern California. 
the band members admit to being 
perfectionists. 
"Yeah. And it's important for 
our fans." Hagar says. "'But what 
we're looking for is not sterile 
perfection. What we're looking 
for is perfection with heart." 
"We 're looking for a magic more 
than technically perfect," clari-
fies Eddie, considered one of the 
best guitar virtuosos in the busi-
ness. 
tarist. Pigtail Dick, bassist, 
Skipper and drummer. Goodtime, 
all take their jobs as musicians 
seriously. 
NOi is similar to They Might 
Be Giants in that their albums 
package the maximum number of 
songs (64 songs in the span of 
three albums, not including a live 
cassette and several 7-inch 
records), and each song is unique 
and interesting, but unlike They 
Might Be Giants, no hint of a 
blues accordion can be heard on 
the album. 
For those who wish to see the 
New Duncan Imperials live and in 
action, they will be at Friends & 
Co .. 509 Van Buren, Saturday 
evening, lambasting the crowd 
with music and broccoli until 
everything is covered with sweat 
and silly string. 
~. ---: - :- ~-:- - - - ~: _- ' ' ·~-~ ~ '_ "=' ~ _::. langu)$h at thefr. pareritst lavish; 
h()mrs, dreaming of bigger. 
seams. ·" ~ 
Tre\.or. and Andy bec'dme 
ensniii'ed by an old·time Jewisl} 
gangs~r. Jack Trattner (played: 
witJl great guile by David 
Stepkiu), after they commit ·~ 
major 1ransgress:i<:>n again:it rhe 
old guy. Trattner lets th~m off 
only rn they agree «> work for 
him. H~~ing no ~hoice. they 
accept. And it's Ulls alliance that 
becomes. their downfalt . '* " 
It's no Sl,!l'J>rise that Weh-s, w~ 
inspir~d t>y Martin Scot$ese:s 
"GoodFellas,~· for'~ery ¢flataC-
ter; each spoiled bffltliving in the, 
LQhg Island lap of lu_xury. $eWs 
·· h~essy._tpnsmed ·by the me» 
stet mystique: thee, beep¢!}, -the 
,gups,'the drtitss~ tl1e nightclub$~· 
the wadS' of,,.dou&h~ ·the broads 
n 01e .stiffs .m the ®nk. " , 4*' 
'Brokaw Report: The Lost Generation' 
looks at twentysomethings and slackers 
NEW YORK (AP) - Slackers. Twentysomethings. 
"Generation X." You've heard the terms describ-
ing the post-baby boom kids. 
They're the current generation coming into 
adulthood that threatens to go bust, and they're 
the focus of tonight's "The Brokaw Report: The 
Lost Generation" on NBC. 
There are nearly 30 million Americans between 
18 and 30 years old. About 70 percent of them, 
for one reason or another, don't go to a four-year 
college. They're the ones at risk. 
Anywhere from 10 million to 20 million of 
them opt for the traditional, blue-collar access to 
the middle-class American Dream. 
Problem is, you can't get there from here. 
Problem is, these '?Os-born kids are finding them-
selves shut out of the American Dream and 
they're getting alienated and angry. 
"'This is not political group," says Bill 
Wheatley. executive producer of "The Brokaw 
Report" series, an "issues" show which emerged 
from the ·92 campaign. "They are young - which 
means they don't vote. And. in many cases. 
they're not ideologues. 
"They're beginning to realize that they're get-
ting the short end of the stick. but it's nol a politi-
cal group in the way young people in the '60s 
were.'' he said. '"In facl. were they to become a 
political group they'd have some power. There's 
enough of them." The majority - about 70 per-
cent. in facl - of this year's 2.5 million high 
school graduates don't go on to college. Many 
emerge from high school with a "general educa-
tion., degree and. like ncstlings pu-;hed too early 
from the bough. fall into a stagnant economy that 
has no room for them. 
'The Lost Generation" is whipsawed by a com-
bination o( economic and educational forces. 
Wheatley said. "A lot of them would do better if 
their schools cared about them and tried to moti-
vate them." 'There arc probably some excep-
tions.'' he said, "but most American high schools 
have put their resources into college prep cours-
es.'' Those better-paying manufacturing jobs their 
parents got are becoming a thing of the past, 
while the lower-paying service industry jobs - the 
burger-flipping sector - are on the increase. 
The U.S. economy has changed since their par-
ents' time. 
International competition moved many U.S. 
manufacturing jobs offshore; unions and union 
jobs have shrunk; and corporate .. downsizing" has 
eliminated some jobs completely. 
"Some of them are blocked by the baby boom, 
that bulge ahead of them in the popula tion," 
Wheatley said .... When I went to the factory 
where there still are some good jobs ... the faces 
are all older faces. They're all older faces." 
Wheatley said "The Brokaw Report: The Lost 
Generation" has four major "acts." The first looks 
at Rob and Michelle Barger of Norwood, Obio, 
who are just starting life at the bottom of the wage 
tier and finding few prospects. 
The program also looks at troubled young peo-
ple in Pima County, Ariz., where the entry-level 
crime of "scamming" - mostly bad checks and 
credit card fraud - gets young adults the finer 
things. 
And lands them in the Big House. 
There's a segment on three members of ''the 
class of '93" at a suburban Atlanta high school. 
The three young people settled for "general edu-
cation" diplomas and cheerfully face a grim 
future of dead-end service jobs. 
And. finally. "Lost Generation" looks at 
"Project Pro Tech" - an apprentice program creat-
ed by Boston area high schools which have linked 
their ''vocational" curricula to the city's vigorous 
health care industry. 
We get to see students who are seeing real-
world applications of knowledge they might otJ1-
erwise have shunned from books. 
We also get to see Labor Secretary Robert 
Reich talking to the students who've participated 
in the Boston programs. and giving the Clinton 
administration's endorsement 10 apprenticeship 
programs. 
(Since 1990. by the way, the Labor Department 
has put just $1.5 million into apprenticeship pro-
grams). 
Wheatley said the story, spotted by senior pro-
ducer Janet Pearce, turned up an unexpected 
resuslt when NBC began its computer-assisted 
research. 
.. There was so little written on this business, 
nothing was coming back! .. Wheatley said. ""Then 
we started looking into the statisical data, and 
even that isn't particularly well kept for high 
school versus college students .... 
"So what we did was a lot of phone work." 
That kind of reportorial dedication shines clean 
through "The Brokaw Report: Lost Generation." 
It's informed, enlightened, scary, more than a lit-
Lle sad. 
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Demj"anjuk relatives wait for co~:~t's ruli 
CLEVELAND (AP) - John Dcmjanjuk has reached the 
point of no return. Sixteen years after Justice Department 
Nazi-hunters came knocking. he, his family and friends are 
and were executed. 
Demjanjuk's son. John Jr .• 28. and Nishnic. 38, intend to 
be in the Jerusalem court for the ruling. 
preparing to uncross their fingers. 
Whatever Israel's Supreme Coun decides Thursday, "we 
will have to live with it," said Ed Nishnic, Demjanjuk's 
"The family is so much looking forward to the end of 
the 16-year nightmare," Nishnic said as he prepared for 
the trip to Israel. "Our lives all revolve around this case." 
Demjanjuk's family is optimistic the conviction will be 
overturned, although his wife, Vera, and their daughters, 
Irene and Lydia. had no comment. "Regardless of out-
come, they want to be left alone," Nishnic said. 
son-in-Jaw and family spokesman. 
The coun is to rule whether the retired Ohio autoworker 
should hang or be cleared of charges that he is "Ivan the 
Terrible," the sadistic gas chamber operator at the 
Treblinka death camp in Nazi-occupied Poland, where Demjanjuk, 73, maintains he is a victim of mistaken 
identity. He served in the Soviet army and was captured by 
the Germans in May 1942. He says he spent most of the 
about 850,000 Jews died. 
The Ukrainian-born Oemjanjuk was accused by the fed- • 
era! Nazi-hunting unit in 1977, stripped of his U.S. citizen-
ship in 1981 for lying on immigration documents about his 
rest of the war in German POW camps. I 
Israeli prosecutors say that after his capture, Demjanjuk 
volunteered to join the SS and became a death camp guard. 
five Treblinka survivors identified Oemjanjuk as "Ivan," 
and prosecutors submitted an ID card they said was issued 
to him at the Trawniki training camp for guards. 
Demjanjuklas disputed the authenticity of the card. 
alleged Nazi past and extradited to Israel in 1986. 
During his trial, five survivors of Treblinka identified 
him as "Ivan." In 1988, he was convicted of crimes against 
humanity and sentenced to death. 
On appeal, the defense submitted depositions by 
Treblinka guards who said "Ivan" was a Ukrainian named 
Ivan Marchenko. Most guard descriptions of Marcbenko 
didn't fit Oemjanjuk. The guards testified in war crimes 
trials in the Soviet Union in the 1940s through the 1960s 
After W rid War 11, Demjanjuk immigrated to the 
United Stat and settled in suburban Seven Hills. 
Last month, a federal judge appointed to review the case 
by an appellate court concluded that the U.S. government 
FTC sets rules 
on 900 numbers 
WASHINGTON (AP) - People 
who dial 900-number phone ser-
vices will be warned of the cost of 
the calls and will get a chance to 
hang up before being charged, 
under rules issued Tuesday by the 
Federal Trade Commission. 
The final regulations governing 
the operation of 900-number lines 
require a warning at the very start 
of the call that details the fee, tells 
callers they have three seconds 
after a tone is sounded to hang up 
if they don't want to pay. 
The FTC adopted the rules on a 
4-0 vote. They will take effect 
Nov. L 
The regulations, which imple-
ment a law enacted last year by 
Congress, expand on rules by the 
Federal Communications Comm-
ission. 
The law divides authority for 
enforcing the law between the two 
agencies. 
The FCC regulations include a 
requirement that telephone compa-
nies block access to 900 numbers 
from individual phone lines, if so 
requested by the customer. 
They also require phone compa-
nies to provide toll-free pay-per-
call information lines, customers to 
be sent pay-per-call disclosure 
statements annually and prohibit 
any prefix other than 900 to be 
used by a pay-per-call service. 
Under FTC rules. print and 
broadcast ads must carry details of 
the fees that callers will be charged 
for any call that would cost at least 
$2. 
The regulations also set ground 
rules for resolving disputes 
between consumers and 900-line 
operators over bills. Companies, 
will be required to correct an 
incorrect bill or notify the cus-
tomer in 90 days of plans to either 
investigate the complaint or to 
insist on being paid for the disput-
ed charge. 
unintentionally withheld evidence that cast ·•a 
doubt" on whether Demjanjuk was "Ivan.'' But the 
Thomas A. Wiseman, said there was still suffi 
dcnce Demjanjuk had been a guard at Trawniki in 
He recommended the case be closed and no ac 
taken against U.S. government attorneys. 
Elan Steinberg, executive director of the World 
Congress in New York, said Demjanjuk's defe 
been successful in histrionics outside the co 
not sure they will be as successful inside the 
the courtroom." 
But his 1$raeli defense attorney, Yoram Shefte~ 
was convinced Oemjanjuk would be cleared He 
say where his stateless client would go. 
Officials at the Ukrainian Embassy in Israel have 
would be eligible for Ukrainian citizenship. 
If bemjanjuk's conviction is overturned, his 
hopes a U.S. appeals court will declare the ex 
invalid, restore Demjanjuk's _citizenship and stay a 
deportation order. The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of 
Cincinnati has set a hearing for Sept. 3 on the ex 
Rep. James A. Traficant Jr., D-Ohio, said he has 
Secretary of Stale Warren Christopher to 
Oemjanjuk's safety if he is released. 
No harm 
meant b 
sniile fa 
HOUSTON (AP) - As 
h~ can remember, Judge 
J. Heam has put a happy 
his signature in hopes of 
ening someone's day. A 
signed a man's execution 
with his usual flourish. 
voked an outcry. 
"It's terribly insensiti 
like someone laughing at a 
al," said William Kunstler, 
ney for convicted killer 
Nelson Drew. ''I'm s 
(Drew) was shocked by iL 
would not be shocked?" 
62, said Tuesday he me 
disrespect. His driver's Ii 
signed with a grin and be 
cheery checks to pay ho 
bills. He says he bas us 
beaming emblem on court 
ments for years. 
The visiting state di 
judge's order setting an 
execution date came 
Dinosaurs win over Japanese hearts smile, too. "It's kind of amusing in 
sense of the word that s 
would want to make so 
bad out of it," he said. 
TOKYO (AP) - The Japanese have 
embraced the dinosaur boom with all the fer-
vor their fad-loving nation can muster. 
But this time, unlike Godzilla. some of the 
beasts are downright cute and huggable. 
Looking something like a leathery teddy 
bear. a baby tyrannosaurus called "Rex" hit 
the big screens in Japan two weeks before 
"Jurassic Park" set an opening weekend 
record here on July 17-18. 
Banks, hotels, and even the subway system 
have piggybacked promotions onto the nation-
wide dinosaur boom The Tokyo subway's 
summer ''stamp rally' ' features dinosaur ink 
stamps that kids collect in special books as 
they travel from station to station. 
The prehistoric creatures also are the stars 
of at least 20 exhibitions opening across Japan 
over the next few weeks, and stare menacingly 
from countless magazine covers. 
Unlike the man-munching behemoths in 
"Jurassic Park," the gently cooing "Rex" is a 
kinder, gentler dinosaur - one that would 
rather relate to people than eat them. 
"He seems so nice," 7-year-old Ai Sasaki 
said of Rex on her way in to see the film with 
her parents. "I'm glad he's not scary." "Rex is 
a cute dinosaur," says Masako Yanaka, a pub-
licist for Shochiku Co .• which produced and 
distributed the film. "The idea is the exact 
opposite of ' Jurassic Park.' " The film bears 
striking resemblance to an earlier Spielberg 
box-office winner. "E.T." Carlo Rambaldi. the 
special-effects guru who designed "E.T.," also 
created the grinning T-Rex toddler. 
The plot may ring a bell with Americans: A 
MOiliCr•s. 
tonite: $1 Everything 
No Cover Free BBQ's 
• 
Thurs., Fri., and Sat. • • 
young girl finds and raises an ugly but lovable 
creature and is horrified when grownups want 
to take it away for scientific experiments. AU 
is resolved when the creature goes back 
whence it came. 
Shochiku says it expects a total take of at 
least $20 million - a hit by Japanese stan-
dards. 
The movie also has produced a mountain of 
spinoff Rex goodies, including styrofoam eggs 
stuffed with candy treats and a plush likeness 
of the cuddly carnivore. 
Most Japanese moviegoers, nonetheless. are 
bypassing Rex's cutesy appeal for an 
encounter with the less amiable dinosaurs of 
"Jurassic Park:· For its opening, hundreds of 
people lined up at downtown Tokyo theaters 
to catch the first show at 6:20 a.m. 
• 1 Dozen 
Vased 
"As far as I'm concerned, 
good signature. You've goc 
a happy person. We've g 
many people . .. walking 
with grim looks on their fi 
Hearn, who said the smil 
symbolic of his faith in 
can't remember when he 
ending his signature with. 
emblem. On the execution 
the face is about the size 
capital "C" in his first name. 
Kunstler said the sig 
shows the prevailing call 
regarding the death penalty 
Noble Flower Shop 
503 ] eff erson, Charleston, IL 
DENNIS lliE MENACE (PG) 
7;15,9'.15 
$1 Icy cold bottles 20 oz. Drafts Bar Drinks ~~~-c..-..J~~ (. 345-7007 z. Tl-IEFIRM(R) 
7:000NLY Also: Food and Shooter Speci.als 
.,..,._. _____ 7128 
HALL REAL ESTATE and 
INSURANCE looking for intern 
for 93-94 school year. Call 345-
7023 or stop by 1010 Lincoln 
Avenue. 
2 females for Fall & Spnng. Own 
rm., $150 each plus low utilities. 
Leigh. 345-5523 . 
I 814 
Subleasor,to share 2 bedroom 
4 bd. rm. apt. for Fall & spring, 
group or lndiv. (I have 2 stu· 
dents looking for 2·3 people to 
share.) Low utilities. 234-4831. 
WEDNES7 
DA.Y 
Y2B, 1993 
THE DALY~ NEVvS 
LOST: Set of keys on a purple 
& white bead keychain. 581 • 
5795. 
________ __:812 
o save money on 
? • Call HALL INSUR· 
345·7023 for auto, 
cle, renters or short 
.,._ _________ 812 duplex. Own room. 2 bike. E. of 
Small band to play 50's and 60's Student Union. 348·14801 
___ ......., ____ ...__814 
All Now Townhouee. '4 bedroom 
apt. 2 112 bath, furnished. 9th & 
Grant. Ref. & Sec. Dep. 
required. Water & Trash. 345· 
5022. 
Close to campus. Individual 
Rooms for Men Furnished • 
Heat and Electric Paid • 10 mo. 
lease - Call between 5:30 ·9:30 
p.m. 348-8870. 
~--:---...,..-----8/. 27 
Nice, close to campus, fur· 
niahed houses for 93·94 school 
year. 10 1/2 mo. lease. 345-
Glasses in gray gloss case. 
Cl11im In rm 127 Buaard. 
________ ___c814 
music, Aug. 14th, 8·11 :30 p.m. --------~7128 
Call (217) n4-42.22. Female sublessor needed Fall 
SHIPS NOW HIRING • 
to $2,000+/month + 
(Hawaii, Mexico, the 
an, etc .) Holiday, 
r and Career employ· 
ilable. No experience 
. For employment pro-
1 1·206-634·0468 ext. 
~--..,.,..-........,..-:----:-812 you attract American 
es? TRAVEL OVER· 
II Schools in Japan, 
and Taiwan offer stu· 
great earnings, benefits, 
perlence for teaching 
aational English. No 
or foreign language 
und is required. For 
ormation call : (206) 
146 ext. J5738 
Need Ride • South Suburban 
Chicago, Thursday, August 5. 
Will pay $20.00. Call 581·5486. 
___ ______ 7128 
NEED ROOMMATE for HOUSE, 
approx. $175/monlh, own room. 
Call Jason 345·7958. 
_________ 812 
University Court opening: 
Female for 93·94 school year. 
Inexpensive. Call Sarah 345· 
12n anytime. 
812 N-EE~D-F~E-M_A_L_E_R_OO_M_M____.ATES 
for house 4 block east of Old 
Main . Call: 235-0422 or 345· 
7320. 
Dally E.astem News c.annot be responsible for mote 
one day's lnctxrect lnsettlon. Rl!pott errors lrnmedJately 
1-1812. A conected ad wll/ .tppear In the tJCKt edition. 
dassJIJed acJw:ttlslng MUST~ the Z p.a de 9r E 
In the next day's publlGltJon. Any ads plOC%SS«J 
z ,,.-. wt/I be publJshed In the followlng days news-
. Ads c.annot be c.anc:eJed AFIU the Z p.m. deadline. 
ed ads must be paJd In advance. On~ ac.counts 
est,ab//shed credit may be bllJed. 
Advertising submJtted to The DiJlJy E.astem News Is 
to approval and may be ff!!Vlsed, rejected. or c.an-
at ~ ttme. 
Dal~ £.astern News assumes no llablllty If for~ re.a-
l becomes necess.vy to omit c1ll advertisement. 
Dllf.CTQIY 
~ Omam • Tuvu. 
Hur WANm> • WANm> • ADOPllON 
las/RIDUS • ROOMMAJtS • Su• 1goes • Foa lllNT 
Foa 5Au • loST &.. fouNo • ANNouNa.Mum 
'SELL SHORT 
SAVE LONG' 
It's the 1 for $1 deal! 
The Daily Eastern News 
will run your 
"FOR SALE" 
CLASSIFIED AD 
for 1 day for $1 * 
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00 
1 tor $1 is avallable to any non-commercial individual who 
to sell an items or items (max. of 3 items). All Items must 
________ Phone: ______ _ 
___ _,f'el'IOll accepting ad ---
____ Compositor ___ _ 
--~----·Amount due:$_._..,.....,......,, 
Semester. 2 bdrm. Uncolnwood 
Apt. t201. Call Michelle (708) 
392·9719, Lincolnwood (217) 
345-6000. 
=-:..,.----~,............,..___,814 Sublesaor needed spring '94. 
Four room apartment, close to 
campus. Ideal for one. S140/mo. 
348-0471 . 
Nice, close to campus, fur· 
nlahed houses for 93-94 school 
year. 10 1/2 mo. lease., 345· 
3148. Evenings. 
8112 ~TH-=R=EE-3--4--=e=E=D=Roo..,,,..,,.~M~H~OUS· 
ES close to EIU. C21Wood, 
345-4489. 
________ MW-00 
FOR RENT: 2 rooms in a large 
hou1e near campus, 
$187.50/mo. 345-3399. 
.,.--::--:--:---~-:-:--=812 1 or 2 bedroom available. Fully 
furnished; dishwasher and 
garbage disposal for 
FalVSpring. 345·2520. 
......,.--,-----,,,---~7. /28 
1 bedroom apt: Stove, fridge 
provided, $230.00 a month. 
Studio apt.: Stove, fridge provid· 
ed. $160.00. 1 bedroom apt.: 
Stove & fridge provided, 
$200.00. Water and trash fur· 
nlshed in all. $150.00 deposit. 
Call 235-3550. 
_____________ 7/28 
FOR RENT: House 3-5 stu· 
dents, $115 a month. Deposit 
and Lease required. 115 W. 
Jackson. 
_________ 814 
Lg. modem 3 bedroom apt. on 1 
acre, 7 minutes east of 
Charleston. Water and trash 
rmvl. furnished. lease and 
deposit. 948-5382. 
Calvin and Hobbes 
NE"SE RBL-L\~t. 
'(11~0 f'RooAA~S 
l.~~T! 
\tERE Mlf: ORDIN1'R'< 
~\£ ~"\NG ~<J\l._L, 
MOR~l\l.E EX\'£R\~CE.~, 
~l~ APE. ~S\ 
H._~W\l)E ~ "rnE 
PJBl\C.S VIE'1-ll~G 
~~IJSttllffi' ! 
3148. Evenings. 
7126 A- P-T.- FO_ R_R_E_N_T_l_N_H- OUSE 
BEHIND JERRY'S PIZZA. CALL 
345·3059. 
________ .MW·OO 
VERY NICE, 1 1/2 BDRM, PAR· 
TIALLY FURNISHED, MOBILE 
HOME. LOCATED IN QUIET 
COURT. MUST SEE. WATER, 
GARBAGE, CABLE T. V. 
INCLUDED IN RENT. $240/ 
ONE, $270/COUPLE. 345-4508. 
=--....,-----,-- -~814 
Nice, close to campus: 2 bed-
room house for 93-94 school 
year for 3 or 4 people. Call 345· 
2784. 
Waterbed for sale. $150.00 
OBO. Sheets Included. Call 
348-1n7. 
_________ 7/28 
IT'S IN\~S\C*l, t~N)\T~TI()W 
ltl\) ~E\JR\5!'i Ml.. \"°' ~E. ! 
'(OO t.E~ER \<~ 'ftltER.£ 
A. ~\()g:) aMru 'ftlll 8£! 
~~s 
FMR G»o\'f.! 
Attention EASTERN STU· 
DENTS: Sign up for sorority or 
fraternity rush • room 316 
University Union. For lnforma· 
tion call : Office of Student 
Activities at 581-3967. 
---------=-814 Call "My Secretary• for 
resumes, papers, letters, etc. at 
345·6807. 
_________ 7128 
Tim Hanson, Next Taylor A.A. 
I'm proud of you. Ivan 
_________ 7128 
n.e Daily BademNf!IDI 
nowaccepta 
VISA 
& MASTERCARD 
For more information 
call 581-2812. 
by Bill Watterson 
~·o \(~~ Q>tssEC 8\G 
~na ~U> Q) ~w.. 
I \.OVE iO 
S~\C~tR "' OutER~S 
TRAGEO'<. 
Tl-l~T'5 WAAI LAL.'(, Sl\~Sl40D. 
c~~\£C:S, c.ur- (<lR"'ER  
CALL ~~ON'E W\.\C> Q..Rl:S 
EN.OOG\.\ iO DO SCMETI.\\?-t<.i 
Mt\ I 11-l 1\\£ 
~~CE<::£ 
11\E.IR ¥.ING? 
• 5"00Lt> t ~ER? 
If ,._~'(ntl~ ~ORl<,c; 
IN °™\5 't«)Rl.D. \fS 
BEQ.IJS£ at'.£ Of us 
100\C. CAA~ . 
ACROSS 
t Lugosi and 
Bart6k 
I Chanson 
to Beatty film 
t4Vigilant 
ti Binge 
t 1 Great Lake port 
nWhitefish 
ti Evita's country 
20 Kind of rug 
a Impassive 
a Frolics 
21Curve 
•Execute 
nBurden 
it Powders 
a Seaman 
•Tangle 
37-- ease 
(uncomfortable) 
•Cleopatra's 
Needle, e.g . 
40 Seminole chief 
a Punitive 
a A 1993 stamp 
subject 
~Crock 
.. Aida, for one 
47 Rudolph or 
Bambi 
.. Tiemeyer 
Tunney 
•Caboose's 
place 
It Cynical look 
a Risks 
17Ask 
R\G\.ff. 
\ 
It The 
Cartwrights' 
spread 
a Retract 
14Tops 
• Breakfast dish 
M Century plant 
IT Bowsprit 
•Conifers 
•Stringed 
instruments 
DOWN 
f Support 
I Famous pen 
name 
i Cousin o1 fewer 
4 In a waggish 
way 
I Aperture 
I In the altogether l=--+--+---t-
7 • ••• thy warfare 
--": Scott 
•Henpecks 
t Famed loner's 
first name 
10Purse 
tt Ambler or 
Knight 
t I Merrill ot movies 
ti A pinniped 
tt Scandinavians 
It Actor from 
Cowes, Eng. 
14 Calif.'s Big -
• Sojourns 
l7St1cker 
•Houston's The 
Summit 
JO Ljubljana's 
citizens 
nGradient 
'3Claw 
MCondition 
•Squelch 
•Fragrant shrub 
4t Lorelei 
44Brownof 
renown 
!:r-----.,_.. 
I 
•Dilapidated 
IOBowler 
UEven 
a Tax advisers, 
for short 
MCirclet 
11DivaMoffo 
II Peevish 
.. oanube 
tributary 
•Jabber; blather 
eo "Bette Davis 
a Adage 
By JEFF GLADE 
Sports editor 
A combination Dick Bennen -
Dean Smith/North Carolina style 
fastbreak offense, man to man 
defenses and a Bobby Knight 
practice philosophy could become 
commonplace here at Eastern if 
John Klein becomes the next 
women's basketball coach. 
Klein, currently the head coach 
at Division II Fort Hayes (Kan.) 
State, said that he realizes the first 
couple of years may be tough, but 
he feels he can turn the program 
into a nationally recognized pro-
gram that will regularly compete 
for Mid-Continent Conference 
titles. 
His reputation indicates the 
chances of that happening could 
be strong if he gets the job. In his 
time at Fon Hayes, he took the 
then NAIA program from what 
had been several straight losing 
seasons to the NAIA Nat ional 
Champion-ship in 1990. The 
school then made the switch to 
NCAA Division II and has not had 
worse than an 18 win season since. 
"It's going to be tough the first 
couple of years, rm sure. and you 
have to work with the talent you 
have to start," said Klein. "You 
have to come in though and put 
your program in place and then 
recruit players to fill the holes as 
you find them. As a new coach. it 
will probably take a couple of 
years before we get players to filJ 
all of those holes." 
Klein has been a head coach for 
all l I of his years in the field. 
starting at Lakeland College in 
Wisconsin before moving to Fort 
Hayes. He feels Eastern is not only 
a logical upward step in his career, 
but looks forward to getting closer 
to his hometown ofWawsaw, Wis. 
" I have aspirations to move up 
professionally and right now my 
next move up is Division I." said 
Klein. "Location is also important 
though. Charleston is the size of 
town I'd like to live in and this 
area just feels like home. Plus, I'm 
only 8 1/2 hours to home and I 
have close friends only a couple of 
hours away. 
"The conference is also a chal-
lenge and I look forward to play-
ing UIC - which is where I got my 
graduate degree - Wisconsin-
Green Bay and Valparaiso, which 
we used to play at Fort Hayes 
when they were still an NAIA 
school." 
One of the key questions that 
keeps coming up in the interview 
sessions is how the coach feels he 
can cope with Eastern 's limited 
budget for women's basketball. 
Klein feels that the big bucks don't 
necessarily make for big wins. 
"Big budgets don't mean suc-
cess. people do. I don't see any 
reason why Eastern can't compete 
and win a conference title and get 
some national recognition." said 
Klein. "I have been very 
impressed with the facilities and 
the campus is absolutely beauuful. 
The size of Charleston is also a 
place that makes it a linle easier to 
recruit - especially women. This is 
definitely a place you can recruit 
to." 
As for recruiting, Klein plans to 
take an active rolJ and concentrate 
on Illinois players. On the other 
hand, he doesn't plan to neglect 
his Kansas connections, especially 
on the junior college level. 
" In Kansas I have some very 
strong contacts and would have a 
pool of people to draw from 
th ere," said Klein. "That has 
always been my phil osophy 
though. I plan to draw from 
Illinois first and foremost. but to 
have a pool of contacts and poten-
tial players in Kansas. Missouri. 
Wisconsin. Minnesota and so forth 
to draw on. 
''l'm also very excited about the 
possibility of recruiting some 
junior college players from 
Kansas, where I have some very 
strong contacts," added Klein. " It 
would have to be a standout and 
with my connections I might be 
able to get a JC player away from 
a bigger program. Still. I prefer 
freshmen and prefer to have play-
ers for four years. It's nice though 
KEVIN KILHOFFER/Staff pho 
John Klein. the second of the three finalists for the women's basketball head coachinK position to 
campus. a11.nvers a question during his public interview in the~Union's 1895 Room Tuesday afternoon. 
to have that pool lhere when you 
really need something to fill a hole 
quickly." 
Regardless of the rebuilding that 
needs to be done and lhe time it 
will take. Klein comes with the 
intention of winning games and 
starting to win them quickly. 
"When we take the floor we're 
there to win. It's nice to play 
everybody. but to win has to be the 
ultimate goal." said Klein. "We go 
over that and tell the girls on the 
third string or that are walk-Qns 
that they may never play. but if 
they practice hard and work hard 
they have a place on the 
may get their chance. 
"They say that winning 
important at this level. bul 
was true. we wouldn't have 
boards. Winning is impo 
you have to go about it 
way." 
Celtics' LetVis collapses again Coleman charge 
~~~Cdllct - Dj ......... 1-is~~=-i: pending test res 
kels dmina a tigbt -.tl"'4 Tueldly llld • Ok· 1beae with bim and other local college pa.yen at 
ical caadition. about 6 p.m. 
WilDeacs said lewis bad ltapped bre!allliug and Lewis was admitted in critical condition at 
had DO pulle del' be fell ID the floor• lbeleml's Waltham-Weston Hospital at S:4J p.m. and was 
practice facililJ • Brandeis Uni~:; k was die uncoascious one hour Jara-, said Nick Dilelo, the 
sec~ time in.._ months he..._......., while bOlpilal's\flcepaidentofpatientcareamvices. 
lbe Ce1tica said 1bey bad just lelmed of die situa.-
JeVivcd by~ bad not been m touch with Lewia. ma ramt-
ci CPR by police .~ before «bis representatives. 
taken flO Wallbam--Weston Hoedfi1 "We're in the same boat as everyone else here," 
kw not ~delr why be wu llrickm. club spokeamm Jeff'l'wiss llid. 
Am Weisa, wbo wa• the BnndeiJ p. llid Lewis cqiDl1ly WIS cti..,....S widl a held dilor-
1..ewil ""wlm't doiag ....... IOO IUO• Jl s Wlm der after collapling daring m NBA,..,.,. pme 
I loobd over. Rcaif'• on the floor. *1i= went Aid 29. He got a seccmd apniaa "*he wu ~ 
over ID loat at hia ln1l1ie WIS ........ filr *" He ferin8 from a nerve ailmeal 11111 miahl be lllle to 
said Lewis was limp IDd ablldaa IDd, after a few nsume bis cma 
mm.a. ... sbJFped bnlllliq." Weiss said 1bat Lewis did not pll1iciplle ill., -.i'HUOlde-free 
after Lewis collapsed. a woman checked to see aplll Cllllp from July 11-14. lllbouab la -Kled 
Weds be was brealbing. some of die sesaionl. He wam't pmt ~the Cellica 
"Bwrybody could tell that he wasn't," Weiss group dial played in a summer ~ dial ended 
said. 'fta chest was just llldormy, campldely sta- Sunday in New YOik. 
dmmy. Pmm what I undailllllld people said be bad Lewis, a fint-iOUDCI drat~ in 1987 out of 
DO pl1ille.." Lewis went ID BandeiJ M about 4 p.m. Nonbeutem. WU the Celdca' leldiDa ICCllW Jast 
BDl'. llid Ja::t MoDay, the ICbool's spclllS infonna- le8IOD, avenama 20.8 poinll a pme. HD bid 17 
tioa clllectoro ~in die .... ..,., ........ Olldode 
lfe WU lhoociDg 1*tets wilb ID nnideadified ID wbicb be colllped IMe iD-dlD fintlillfi ' 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Prosecutors said Tuesday they will 
for results on explosives tests before deciding whether 
charges against New York Mets outfielder Vince Coleman, 
allegedly tossed a lighted firecracker that injured three people. 
"We have not made a decision and probably won't until 
of the week, probably Thursday," said Michael Botula, spo 
for the Los Angeles district attorney's office. "We are waiting 
from explosives lab to see what kind of explosive it was.' 
felony charge is filed, the district attorney's office gets the 
misdemeanor charge is filed, the city attorney's office would 
it. 
William Hodgman, the deputy district attorney, met 
Coleman's lawyer Tuesday. The attorney, Michael Nasatir of 
Monica, did not immediately return a telephone call. 
Coleman was in New York for a game Tuesday night ag · 
Florida Marlins. 
"The Mets will have no comment on the case since no 
has been forthcoming from Los Angeles," Mets assistant 
manager Jerry Huntsicker said. "Obviously, we're not happy 
and we don't condone that kind of conduct." The incident 
Saturday in the players' parking lot at Dodger Stadium. C 
teammate Bobby Bonilla and Eric Davis of the Dodgers w 
Jeep. Davis, the driver, said the firecracker belonged to Col 
Only Coleman is being investigated, Botula said. 
Three people were injured, including a girl who is 2 lfl. 
years-old as initially reported. She suffered second-degree 
her cheek, damage to an eye and a finger injury. 
